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We thank the referee for having taken the time to review the manuscript.

The topic of this manuscript is greatly interesting. A good dataset of tropical Cyclone
Precipitation information is vital for accurately understanding the varying Cyclones under the
changing climate. ESSD is a big journal for publishing high quality datasets.

Nothing to say.

However, after carefully reading this manuscript, I found there are various points confusing
me, including but not limited to: (1) there is very limited descriptions on the scientific
methodology, so I can not judge the reasonability;

It would be useful if the referee provided specific examples where the
methodology needs a more detailed description. We would be happy to add
further details where needed.

(2) the MSTCP data has not been validated in terms of its accuracy, so at what extent do I
believe it;

MSTCP is based upon MSWEP v2 which is a precipitation product made from
an ensemble of precipitation datasets. MSWEP v2 has been validated and used
by several studies of precipitation in the tropics and subtropics (Prakash et al.,
2019, Xu et al., 2019, Chua et al., 2022, Mekonenn et al., 2023). These studies
conclude MSWEP v2 has good performance, and in most cases a better
accuracy, when compared to other available products

IBTrACS is the sole dataset for global tropical cyclone tracks and is widely
used in the TC community.

We made a comparison of MSTCP with CMORPH in Section 5.1 for hurricane
Harvey with a very satisfying performance. It is true that CMORPH and MSWEP
share some input products in their merging methodologies, which means that
they are not fully independent datasets. MSWEP is based on the merger of an
exhaustive list of input products, which means it is not straightforward to
conduct a validation with a fully independent dataset. Section 5.2 also
compares the TCP statistics with the literature, thus confirming its
performance.

It would be similarly useful if the reviewer could specify what kind of validation
and against which products they consider to be necessary. Our goal is to
improve the dataset and manuscript as best we can.



and (3) the writings are really not good enough for the big journal, ESSD, while the current
manuscript is more like a document than a scientific paper.

It was written as a dataset paper, not as a scientific paper. We used the
provided template for ESSD. The format is similar to previously published
ESSD manuscripts (see e.g., Sun and Fu 2021, Han et al., 2023, Beguería et al.,
2023), including Roca et al,. 2019, which provides an illustration of the FROGs
dataset and not an extensive validation of each of the components of the
dataset. Moreover, our rationale of providing a processed dataset merging
already available products, with a specific focus on precipitation, to accelerate
data transfer and data processing fits well within the scope of recently
published papers in the ESSD journal (Sun and Fu, 2021, Beguería et al., 2023).

Therefore, I am very sorry for not recommending it for publication at this stage.
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